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Last year, former UK Secretary of State for Defence, Des Browne, warned that UK nuclear
weapons could “be rendered obsolete by hackers”, and that without a comprehensive assessment
of this risk to the Trident system, a future Prime Minister may not be certain they had a “reliable
deterrent” that could be used when needed. 2 Lord Browne’s comments, which were based on
personal experience and a 2013 report from the US Defense Science Board,3 have been met with a
diverse reception; for some Trident is inherently safe from hackers because it is “air-gapped” from
the wider Internet when the submarine is on patrol under the surface of the ocean; while others
claim that cyber attacks could make the UK nuclear weapons system obsolete before work on the
successor submarine even begins. Either way, the fact that Trident4 relies on numerous computers,
complex software and endless lines of code means it must be assumed to be vulnerable to
interference in some way, and this new challenge seems set to play an increasingly important role
in the forthcoming debate over renewal, and raise serious questions about the longer-term efficacy
of the UK nuclear deterrent. As such, it is important to consider what we actually mean by “the
cyber threat”, what exactly might be vulnerable, in what ways, and to whom, before we can put the
challenge presented to UK nuclear weapons in context.
First, cyber is a fundamentally contested term, which means different things to different
people, and is not – or at least, should not be - considered as merely synonymous with the Internet.
Instead, perhaps a better way to think of cyber is as involving the “command and control of
computers”,5 and therefore to conceptualize cyber attacks as all efforts to disrupt, deny, degrade,
distort or destroy the information that they rely upon, store, process and generate. While Trident is
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not connected to the Internet in any meaningful sense, the submarine, missile, warhead and all the
various support systems rely on networked computers and software, and each of these have to be
designed, written/ manufactured, incorporate new information, and be regularly upgraded, altered
and patched.
Applied to the UK nuclear weapons context, this means we need to consider new
vulnerabilities and challenges for; the submarine (such as stealth), systems aboard the submarine
(such as the nuclear reactor or those needed for navigation), software that controls the missiles
and the warhead (such as fire control, targeting and the yield/ type of detonation), as well as secret
design or operational information about all aspects of the submarine, its weapons and those who
operate them (indeed, humans remain a fundamental part of the cyber challenge). We also need to
think about what certain adversaries may be trying to achieve through cyber, and how this may
vary for example between traditional state-based foes (likely to seek to disable or undermine
Trident) and other non-state or third party actors (who may wish to cause a crisis, miscalculation
or accidental nuclear launch). Viewed in this way, the cyber threat to UK nuclear forces is actually
more diverse and nuanced than perhaps it might first appear, and requires a little more unpacking
than has often been the case in recent reporting.
By far the biggest fear and worst-case scenario is that hackers somehow compromise or
sabotage the submarine or the weapons it carries. While advances are being made in technologies
to “jump the air gap”,6 and UK submarines receive regular radio-transmissions from ashore that
could theoretically be attacked (such as weather updates needed for targeting and the regular

FamilyGram), this will almost certainly involve malware introduced during the procurement phase
while the submarine/ missiles/ warheads are being built, or when the submarine is in port for
maintenance, refurbishment and software updates. Likewise, while it may be possible to remotely
activate certain pre-installed malware programmes while the submarine is on patrol, it is more
likely that malware be pre-programmed to activate at a certain time or under certain conditions.7
Given that the UK is likely on the cusp of building the next generation of nuclear-armed submarines,
this challenge, and guarding against threats to the supply chain and overall maintenance, is
particularly relevant now.
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The most likely type of attack from a traditional state-based foe would presumably aim to
disable or interfere with key systems on the submarine; for example, malware could be introduced
to compromise its stealth (either software or some type of signal emitting beacon hidden in the
hardware), the working and safety of the nuclear reactor (a fear that has been magnified by the
reported success of the Stuxnet attacks against Iran8), or undermine the fire control systems9 that
manage the missile and the warhead so that they do not work, or at least do not work as
expected.10 That said many other systems could be targeted that would also cause considerable
trouble for the submarine – the fresh water supply or sanitation system for example. All of these
systems rely on computers and complex code, and all could theoretically be tampered with, causing
the submarine to return to port and thereby end its deterrent patrol prematurely (particularly acute
perhaps should the UK opt for three rather than four replacement submarines). However, it is
highly questionable whether an adversary would be confident enough in the success of such
malware to use it as a basis for an attack on the UK.
A second concern is that new cyber techniques might be used to interfere with
communications to the submarines; either jamming or preventing the exchange of messages and
data, or “spoofing” the submarines with misleading or incorrect information.

The worst-case

scenario here would be that unauthorized actors either managed to order nuclear use directly
(perhaps through stealing and transmitting “go-codes” to the submarine – possibly acquired
through cyber-espionage), or that cyber capabilities were used to mislead either the submarine or
the UK government into thinking an attack was underway and that nuclear weapons should be
readied for firing. This would most likely be the type of attack perpetrated by third party hackers or
“cyber-terrorists”, perhaps through so-called “false-flag” attacks (a major concern due to the
problems of cyber attribution).
Given the relatively relaxed status of UK nuclear weapons when on patrol (aided by the
stealth of the submarine and the requirements of UK nuclear posture), such interference would be
unlikely to cause any major problems during periods of relative peace and security, but would
perhaps, become much more acute during times of crisis. Indeed, cyber interference could well
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compress the escalation ladder and make it increasingly difficult for all those involved to understand
what was going on (particularly if this also involved denial of service attacks). While the risk is far
greater for states with highly alerted forces (such as the US and Russia 11 ), the chance of
miscalculation, misperception, or unauthorized use due to “spoofing” remains a possibility- albeit
perhaps a distant one. It is also conceivable that cyber capabilities might be used to undermine and
hinder communications with UK submarines. In fact, there is evidence that hackers have attempted
to compromise the extremely low frequency radio communications used to send launch approval
messages to US nuclear-armed submarines in the past12, and it must be assumed that the same is
true for the communications hub for British SSBN’s based at Northwood in the Chiltern Hills. Again,
this would likely be manageable during normal operations, but would present new challenges during
a crisis, especially given the fact that UK nuclear forces could likely be used in conjunction with
NATO, and would therefore need to coordinate and communicate fairly widely, especially on attack
plans with the US. That said, electronic warfare techniques and the threat of “jamming” have been
around for decades.
Finally, perhaps the biggest challenge – although not as directly catastrophic as the other
possible scenario’s discussed above – is that sensitive design or operational secrets related to the
UK nuclear weapons system (and those that operate it) be stolen through cyber espionage.
Arguably the biggest threat is that highly classified details of the submarine, its key systems (such
as stealth or navigation), the missile, the warhead, or its general area of patrol13 (all likely stored on
computers) might be stolen through cyber espionage. This could compromise the invulnerability of
the submarine, or allow adversaries to develop countermeasures, anti-missile defences, and/or
better anti-submarine warfare (ASW) techniques aimed at undermining the deterrent.
Such attacks might also be used to “map” out systems as a precursor for future attack and
possible sabotage. The past is littered with attempts to steal secrets in this way, including against
contractors involved in building the new successor submarine – a piece of malware known as the
Zeus information stealing Trojan.14 Defence laboratories and contractors in the US involved with
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manufacturing and maintaining the Trident missile and its software (which the UK relies on) have
also been targeted by hackers looking for sensitive nuclear-related secrets,15 and one must assume
the same is true for the Atomic Weapons Establishment (AWE) in Berkshire where UK nuclear
warheads are designed and maintained. It is also important to note that the majority of the code for
the Trident missile and its fire control system is written in the United States – indeed, it is at least
conceivable that US technicians have included coding that would prevent the missiles being
targeted at the US, or possibly, without US authorization. 16 Again, it is unlikely they would ever
admit this or make it public.
While Lord Browne is undoubtedly correct to point towards cyber as a major – and largely
unknown – challenge for UK nuclear weapons, one must not forget that those in charge of the UK
nuclear weapons complex are not just standing idly by while adversaries seek to cause havoc. In
fact, concern about the possible compromise of computers used in nuclear command and control
(C2) can be traced back to the 1960s,17 and certainly to the 1983 Hollywood blockbuster War Games.
All UK nuclear infrastructure, and especially the computers, software and coding in the submarine
and various subsystems and weapons will be subjected to the highest levels of security, and be
amongst the best protected against outside interference of any kind. Indeed, according to one
source, the MoD regularly “red teams” various aspects related to the cyber and information security
of UK nuclear weapons, and cyber concerns are one reason why the submarine, missiles and
warheads regularly go through such rigorous testing and inspection routines. That said, the recent
decision to use a windows-based operating system for UK submarines rather than the more
expensive, but purportedly more secure Linux system used by the United States, 18 has caused
concern amongst computer security experts. 19 However, for obvious reasons the UK MoD is
reluctant to give any details about cyber attacks against various aspects of the UK nuclear weapons
complex, and thus it is only possible to speculate on the nature and extent of potential vulnerabilities.
It would however be wrong to consider the cyber threat to the current Trident system and
its likely successor in isolation.
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challenges to the current and especially the future UK nuclear deterrent system, and many of these
augment and complement the new threats associated with cyber. 20 The spread and mounting
capability of ballistic missile defences (BMD) as well as advances in ASW (such as underwater
drones 21 ), make guarding secrets about stealth technologies, patrol areas, missile and warhead
specifics and performance data as important as ever, while the ever-increasing complexity and
lines of code on which the submarine, missile and warhead rely, makes security of the supply chain
and particularly software updates of paramount importance too. In sum, we are moving toward a
more demanding techno-military deterrence environment in which cyber is a key - but not the only
- part, and this will play an increasingly influential role in UK nuclear decision making in the years
ahead.
The United Kingdom bases its small but highly sophisticated nuclear weapons capability on
stealthy submarines somewhere under the ocean surface because this is believed to be the most
invulnerable, credible and reliable platform available. But it will never be possible to say that the UK
nuclear deterrent is entirely safe from cyber attack, or that it cannot be compromised or
undermined in some other way in the future. The potential for an adversary of the UK to discover
the patrol area of British submarines or the specifics of the boat, missile or warhead through cyberespionage, the possibility of interfering with key systems in the procurement or maintenance phase,
or the prospect of lacing targeting or fire-control software with malware, combined with better
ASW and BMD capabilities, is clearly a serious issue.
However, while these challenges are undoubtedly significant, and a comprehensive
assessment right across the UK nuclear weapons enterprise is clearly a must, cyber threats do not
necessarily mean that the programme should be scrapped. Rigorous testing, security practices,
and professionalism22 should help mitigate the worse-case cyber scenarios described above, while
many of the other challenges will simply have to be managed as we move into a more complex
future nuclear deterrent environment. Ultimately, neither the UK nor any adversary can ever be
completely confident about the invulnerability of the nuclear system, but the credibility of the
deterrent rests less on the confidence of decision makers in the UK about cyber attack, and more
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on whether possible future opponents think the system can be undermined. Given where we are, it
seems highly unlikely that any foe would take this risk.
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